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WAR DOCTOR 

Surgery on the Front Line 
 

David Nott 
 

9781509837038 
 

Autobiographies, Biographies & Memoirs > 
Medical 

 

Picador ǀ Rs 650 ǀ 320pp ǀ TPB ǀ Royal 
 

February 21, 2019 

The gripping true story of a frontline trauma surgeon in the world's most dangerous war zones. 

 

For more than twenty-five years, David Nott has taken unpaid leave from his job as a general and vascular surgeon 

with the NHS to volunteer in some of the world's most dangerous war zones. From Sarajevo under siege in 1993, to 

clandestine hospitals in rebel-held eastern Aleppo, he has carried out life-saving operations and field surgery in the 

most challenging conditions, and with none of the resources of a major London teaching hospital. 

 

The conflicts he has worked in form a chronology of twenty-first-century combat: Afghanistan, Sierra Leone, Liberia, 

Darfur, Congo, Iraq, Yemen, Libya, Gaza and Syria. But he has also volunteered in areas blighted by natural disasters, 

such as the earthquakes in Haiti and Nepal. 

 

Driven both by compassion and passion, the desire to help others and the thrill of extreme personal danger, he is now 

widely acknowledged to be the most experienced trauma surgeon in the world. But as time has gone on, David Nott 

began to realize that flying into to a catastrophe - whether war or natural disaster - was not enough. Doctors on the 

ground needed to learn how to treat the appalling injuries that war inflicts upon its victims. Since 2015, the 

Foundation he set up with his wife, Elly, has disseminated the knowledge he has gained, training other doctors in the 

art of saving lives threatened by bombs and bullets. 

War Doctor is his extraordinary story, 
 
Author Bio: 
David Nott is a Welsh consultant surgeon, specializing in general and vascular surgery. He works mainly in London 
hospitals, but for more than twenty-five years he has also volunteered to work in disaster and war zones. He was 
appointed an Officer of the Order of the British Empire in the 2012 Birthday Honours and in 2016 he received the 
Robert Burns Humanitarian Award and the Pride of Britain Award. He lives in London with his wife and two daughters. 
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Handel in London 

The Making of a Genius 
 

Jane Glover 
 

9781509882069 

Autobiographies, Biographies & Memoirs > 
Entertainment & Performing Arts 

 

Macmillan ǀ Rs 1999 ǀ 448pp ǀ Hardback ǀ Royal 
 

February 21, 2019 

A rich and evocative account of the life and work of Britain's favourite composer from one of our finest conductors. 

 

'How refreshing, to read a book about music written for a music lover and not a musicologist. In clear, lucid, 

entertaining prose, Jane Glover makes those of us who lack musical literacy better understand and appreciate 

Handel's divinity.' - Donna Leon, author of Handel's Bestiary and the Inspector Brunetti mysteries 

 

Handel in London tells the story of a young German composer who in 1712, followed his princely master to London 

and would remain there for the rest of his life. That master would become King George II and the composer was 

George Frideric Handel. 

 

Handel, then still only twenty-seven and largely self-taught, would be at the heart of musical activity in London for the 

next four decades, composing masterpiece after masterpiece, whether the glorious coronation anthem, Zadok the 

Priest, operas such as Giulio Cesare, Rinaldo and Alcina or the great oratorios, culminating, of course, in Messiah. 

Here, Jane Glover, who has conducted Handel's work in opera houses and concert halls throughout the world, draws 

on her profound understanding of music and musicians to tell Handel's story. It is a story of music-making and 

musicianship, of practices and practicalities, but also of courts and cabals, of theatrical rivalries and of eighteenth-

century society. It is also, of course, the story of some of the most remarkable music ever written, music that has been 

played and sung, and loved, in this country - and throughout the world - for three hundred years. 
 
Author Bio: 
In Jane Glover's long and hugely successful career as a conductor, she has been Music Director of the Glyndebourne 
Touring Opera, Artistic Director of The London Mozart Players, and, since 2002, is Music Director of Chicago's Music of 
the Baroque. She has conducted all the major symphony and chamber orchestras in Britain, as well as many in the 
United States of America and across the world. She appears regularly at the BBC Proms and is a regular broadcaster, 
with highlights including a television series on Mozart. She is also the author of Mozart's Women. She lives in London. 
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REBEL TALENT 

Why it Pays to Break the Rules at Work and in Life 
 

Francesca Gino 
 

9781509860630 

Business, Finance & Management >  
Personal Success 

 

Pan ǀ Rs 499 ǀ 304pp ǀ Paperback ǀ B Format 
 

February 07, 2019 

A Harvard Business School professor's practical guide to unleashing your inner rebel - perfect for anyone who has 
ever sat despairing in a meeting room as everyone agrees to do the wrong thing. 
 
'Great stories, great science, and great practical advice about how, when, and why to break the rules' - Angela 
Duckworth, international bestselling author of Grit. 
 
Do you want to follow a script — or write your own story? 
 
Award-winning Harvard Business School professor Francesca Gino shows us why the most successful among us 
break the rules, and how rebellion brings joy and meaning into our lives. 
 
Rebels have a bad reputation. We think of them as troublemakers, outcasts, contrarians: those colleagues, friends, 
and family members who complicate seemingly straightforward decisions, create chaos, and disagree when everyone 
else is in agreement. But in truth, rebels are also those among us who change the world for the better with their 
unconventional outlooks. Instead of clinging to what is safe and familiar, and falling back on routines and tradition, 
rebels defy the status quo. They are masters of innovation and reinvention, and they have a lot to teach us. 
 
Francesca Gino, a behavioral scientist and professor at Harvard Business School, has spent more than a decade 
studying rebels at organizations around the world, from high-end boutiques in Italy's fashion capital, to the World's 
Best Restaurant, to a thriving fast food chain, to an award-winning computer animation studio. In her work, she has 
identified leaders and employees who exemplify “rebel talent,” and whose examples we can all learn to embrace. 
 
Gino argues that the future belongs to the rebel — and that there's a rebel in each of us. We live in turbulent times, 
when competition is fierce, reputations are easily tarnished on social media, and the world is more divided than ever 
before. In this cutthroat environment, cultivating rebel talent is what allows businesses to evolve and to prosper. And 
rebellion has an added benefit beyond the workplace: it leads to a more vital, engaged, and fulfilling life. 
Whether you want to inspire others to action, build a business, or build more meaningful relationships, Rebel 
Talent will show you how to succeed — by breaking all the rules. 
 
Author Bio: 
Francesca Gino is an award-winning researcher and teacher, and a tenured professor at Harvard Business School. Her 
consulting and speaking clients include Bacardi, Akamai, Disney, Goldman Sachs, Honeywell, Novartis, P&G, and the 
U.S. Air Force, Army, and Navy. She has been honored as one of the world's Top 40 Business Professors under 40 and 
one of the world's 50 most influential management thinkers. Her work has been featured on CNN and NPR, as well as 
in the Economist, Financial Times, New York Times, Newsweek, Scientific American, and Psychology Today. 
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MY INDIAN KITCHEN 

75+ Authentic, Easy and Nourishing Recipes for 
Your Family 

 

Swayampurna Mishra 
 

9781624147272 

Food & Beverages > Indian & South Asian 
 

Page Street Publishing ǀ Rs 1499 ǀ 192pp ǀ Paperback 
 

February 21, 2019 

75 simple recipes that bring traditional Indian flavors to the table in less time with less stress for the growing 

audience interested in this delicious and different cuisine. 

Swayampurna (Swayam) Mishra feeds her audience’s desire for authentic Indian flavors with meals inspired by her 

Indian heritage and her mother’s cooking—with a collection of curated recipes that are exceptionally easy and 

palatable for beginners. Home chefs love her easy approach to Indian cuisine, which affords them the opportunity 

to spice things up in the kitchen without the hassle. Creator of the popular blog La Petit Chef, Swayam keeps her 

food philosophy simple, “fun, fast and fabulous.” This book embodies Swayam’s outlook on cuisine and invites 

audiences of any background to enjoy the bold flavors and simplicity that cooking Indian can provide.  

 

Home cooks will love the ease of preparation with one-bowl meals like Pumpkin, Spinach and Chickpea Curry, Salt 

and Pepper Chicken and Classic Paneer Chili. Indian soul food shines in dishes like Mom’s Lamb Curry with its pops 

of cardamom, black peppercorns and cinnamon. Chicken Tikka Wraps will fool any guest into thinking you’re a 

master of Indian cuisine when in fact your time in the kitchen was a breeze.  

 

With an authoritative voice ‘[=-and a forward by respected Indian chef and author Amandip Uppal, Swayam’s book 

will entice everyone to give Indian cuisine a try or expand their already formed love of the culture. This book will 

have 75 recipes and 75 photos. 

Author Bio: 
Swayampurna Mishra is the creatorof the Indian food blog La Petit Chef. Her work has been featured in Better 

Homes and Gardens, Buzzeed and Thrive magazine. She is a brand Ambassador for Jamie Oliver and an editor for 

FeedFeed. S 
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It's Not About the Burqa 

Muslim Women on Faith, Feminism,  
Sexuality and Race 

 

Edited by Mariam Khan 
 

9781509886388 
 

Philosophy & Religion > Essays 
 

Picador ǀ Rs 699 ǀ 272pp ǀ TPB ǀ Royal 
 

February 21, 2019 

It's Not About the Burqa is an anthology of essays by Muslim women about the contemporary Muslim female 

experience. 

 

When was the last time you heard a Muslim woman speak for herself without a filter?  

 

It's Not About the Burqa started life when Mariam Khan read about the conversation in which David Cameron linked 

the radicalization of Muslim men to the 'traditional submissiveness' of Muslim women. Mariam felt pretty sure she 

didn't know a single Muslim woman who would describe herself that way. Why was she hearing about Muslim women 

from people who were demonstrably neither Muslim nor female? 

 

Taking one of the most politicized and misused words associated with Muslim women and Islamophobia, It's Not 

About the Burqa has something to say: twenty Muslim women speaking up for themselves. Here are essays about the 

hijab and wavering faith, about love and divorce, about queer identity, about sex, about the twin threats of a 

disapproving community and a racist country, and about how Islam and feminism go hand in hand. Funny, warm, 

sometimes sad, and often angry, each of these essays is a passionate declaration, and each essay is calling time on the 

oppression, the lazy stereotyping, the misogyny and the Islamophobia. 

 

It's Not About the Burqa doesn't claim to speak for a faith or a group of people, because it's time the world realized 

that Muslim women are not a monolith. It's time the world listened to them. 
 
Author Bio: 
Mariam Khan is an intersectional feminist, diversity-in-books pusher and freelance writer. She is the editor of It's Not 
About the Burqa, an anthology of essays by Muslim women. 
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STRESS LESS, ACCOMPLISH MORE 

The 15-Minute Meditation Programme for 
Extraordinary Performance 

 

Emily Fletcher 
 

9781509876167 
 

Self Help; Mind, Body & Spirit >  
Stress Management 

 

Bluebird ǀ Rs 599 ǀ 272pp ǀ TPB ǀ Royal 
 

February 21, 2019 

An easy fifteen-minute meditation practice to recharge, revitalise and boost productivity - for busy people who 
think they can't meditate 
 

'For the few minutes I put into meditation each day, I get back at least an extra three hours of focus and quality 
work.' Mark Hyman, MD 
 

In Stress Less, Accomplish More Emily Fletcher shares an ancient meditation technique designed for busy lives. The 
focus of the practice is stress relief, mental clarity and improved productivity, so it's perfect for the fast pace of 
modern life. This style of meditation was developed specifically for people with a lot of demands on their time - those 
with busy jobs, lives and families - and so it has been designed to work anywhere, anytime. All you need is somewhere 
to sit, a little training and a few minutes to yourself. 
 

Throughout the book, Emily explains what meditation is, how you do it and the many exciting ways that it can change 
your life. Stress Less, Accomplish Moredestigmatises meditation for the average person, making it attractive, 
understandable and easy to implement for all. This book has a very simple message: do less - without the stress - and 
accomplish more. 
 

Emily Fletcher is a leading expert in meditation for high performance and has taught meditation to executives at global 
corporations like Google, Barclays and Viacom as well as busy parents, NBA players, Oscar winners, entrepreneurs and 
everyone in between. 

 
Author Bio: 
Emily Fletcher is regarded as the leading expert in meditation for high performance. She is the founder of Ziva 
Meditation and the creator of The Ziva Technique. 
 

The New York Times, Today Show, Vogue and ABC News have all featured Emily's work. Emily has taught more than 
10,000 students around the world and has spoken on meditation for performance at Google, Harvard Business School, 
Summit Series, Viacom and more. Ziva graduates include Oscar, Grammy, Emmy and Tony award winners, as well as 
NBA players, CEOs, busy parents, entrepreneurs and everyone in between. 
 

Before founding Ziva in 2011, Emily was a Broadway performer for ten years, but ultimately left the stage to pursue 
meditation teacher training after experiencing the profound physical and emotional benefits of meditation. 
 

The proven benefits of The Ziva Technique include decreased stress, less anxiety, deeper sleep, improved immune 
function, increased productivity and extraordinary performance in your everyday life. 
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WILD FIRE 

 

Ann Cleeves 
 

9781447278269 
 

Crime, Mystery & Thrillers > Crime 
 

Pan ǀ Rs 399 ǀ 416pp ǀ Paperback ǀ B Format 
 

February 21, 2019 

From award-winning and Sunday Times top five bestseller Ann Cleeves comes the captivating eighth, and final, 

novel in the Shetland series featuring DI Jimmy Perez in his most personal case to date. 

 

Wild Fire is the eighth, and final book, in Ann Cleeves' bestselling Shetland series - a major BBC One drama starring 

Douglas Henshall as Jimmy Perez. 

 

Shetland: Welcoming. Wild. Remote. 

 

Drawn in by the reputation of the islands, a new English family move to the area, eager to give their autistic son a 

better life. But when a young nanny's body is found hanging in the barn of their home, rumours of her affair with the 

husband begin to spread like wild fire. 

 

With suspicion raining down on the family, DI Jimmy Perez is called in to investigate. For him it will mean returning to 

the islands of his on-off lover and boss Willow Reeves, who will run the case. 

 

Perez is already facing the most disturbing investigation of his career, when Willow drops a bombshell that will change 

his life forever. Is he ready for what is to come? 
 
Author Bio: 
Ann Cleeves is the author of over thirty critically acclaimed novels, and in 2017 was awarded the highest accolade in 
crime writing, the CWA Diamond Dagger. She is the creator of popular detectives Vera Stanhope and Jimmy Perez who 
can now be found on television in ITV's Vera and BBC One's Shetland. The TV series and the books they are based on 
have become international sensations, capturing the minds of millions worldwide. 

Ann worked as a probation officer, bird observatory cook, and auxiliary coastguard before she started writing. She is a 

member of 'Murder Squad', working with other British northern writers to promote crime fiction. Ann is also a 

passionate champion for libraries and was a National Libraries Day Ambassador in 2016. Ann lives in North Tyneside 

near where the Vera books are set. 
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The Overnight Kidnapper 

 

Andrea Camilleri 
 

9781509840823 
 

Crime, Mystery & Thrillers > Crime 
 

Mantle ǀ Rs 599 ǀ 272pp ǀ TPB ǀ Royal 
 

February 07, 2019 

Three cases of overnight kidnapping baffle the Vigàtan police force in Andrea Camilleri's twenty-third Inspector 

Montalbano mystery. 

 

The Overnight Kidnapper is the twenty-third Inspector Montalbano mystery, from the international bestselling 

author Andrea Camilleri. 

 

After a hectic morning involving two rather irritating cases of mistaken identity, Inspector Montalbano finally arrives in 

his office ready find out what's troubling Vigàta this week. What he discovers is unnerving. A woman on her way home 

from work has been held up at gunpoint, chloroformed and kidnapped, but then released just hours later - unharmed 

and with all her possessions - into the open countryside. 

 

Later that day, Montalbano hears from Enzo, the owner of his favourite restaurant, that his niece has recently been 

the victim of the exact same crime. Before long, a third instance of this baffling overnight kidnapping has been 

reported. 

As far as Montalbano can tell, there is no link between the attacker and the victims. So what exactly is this mystery 

assailant gaining from these fleeting kidnappings? And what can he do to stop them? Montalbano must use all his 

logic and intuition if he is to answer these pressing questions before the kidnapper finds his next victim . . . 

 

Author Bio: 

Andrea Camilleri is one of Italy's most famous contemporary writers. His books have sold over 65 million copies 

worldwide. He lives in Rome. The Inspector Montalbano series, which began with The Shape of Water, has been 

translated into thirty-two languages and was adapted for Italian television, screened on BBC4. The Potter's Field, the 

thirteenth book in the series, was awarded the Crime Writers' Association's International Dagger for the best crime 

novel translated into English. In addition to his phenomenally successful Inspector Montalbano series, he is also the 

author of the historical comic mysteries Hunting Season and The Brewer of Preston. 
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Against All Odds 
 

Danielle Steel 
 

9781509800223 
 

General Fiction > Romance 
 

Pan ǀ Rs 399 ǀ 432pp ǀ Paperback ǀ B Format 
 

February 22, 2019 

Against All Odds is a compelling story of love, family and betrayal from the world's favourite storyteller, Danielle 

Steel. 

 

Danielle Steel proves she is the world's favourite storyteller in this powerful story of a mother's unconditional love 

in Against All Odds. 

 

Style. Success. Secrets. 

 

Kate Madison's stylish boutique has been a big success in New York, supporting her and her four kids since her 

husband's untimely death. Now, her children have grown up and are ready to forge lives of their own. 

 

Isabelle, a dedicated attorney, falls for a client in a criminal case. She tells herself she can make a life with him - but 

can she? Julie, a young designer, meets a man who seems too good to be true. She gives up her job and moves to LA 

to be at his side, ignoring the danger signs. Justin is a struggling writer who pushes his partner for children before 

they're financially or emotionally ready. And Willie, the youngest, makes a choice that shocks them all . . . 

 

For Kate - loving, supportive and outspoken - the hardest lesson will be that she can't protect her children from their 

choices, but can only love them as they make them. 

 

Author Bio: 

Danielle Steel has been hailed as one of the world's most popular authors, with nearly a billion copies of her novels 

sold. Her recent international bestsellers include The Duchess, The Right Time and Fairytale. She is also the author 

of His Bright Light, the story of her son Nick Traina's life and death; A Gift of Hope, a memoir of her work with the 

homeless; and the children's books Pretty Minnie in Paris and Pretty Minnie in Hollywood. Danielle divides her time 

between Paris and her home in northern California. 
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The Age of Light 
 

Whitney Scharer 
 

9781509889136 
 

General Fiction > Romance 
 

Picador ǀ Rs 599 ǀ 320pp ǀ TPB ǀ Royal 
 

February 07, 2019 

A model, a muse, a lover to surrealist Man Ray and a pioneering artist in her own right. This the story of Lee Miller, 

the most extraordinary woman of the twentieth century, and her battle to determine her own life. 

 

'Whitney Scharer's storytelling is utterly immersive and gorgeous in its details . . . This is a powerful, sensual and 

gripping portrait of the forging of an artist's soul.' Madeleine Miller, author of Circe 

 

'I'd rather take a photograph than be one,' says Lee Miller, shortly after she arrives in Paris in 1929. Gorgeous and 

talented, Lee has left behind a successful modelling career at Vogue to pursue her dream of being an artist. There she 

catches the eye of the famous Surrealist artist Man Ray. An egotistical, charismatic force, Lee is drawn to him 

immediately. Though he initially wants to use her as a model, Lee is determined to become Man's photography 

assistant instead. 

 

As their personal and professional lives become further entwined, Lee is consumed by two desires: to become a 

famous photographer and to have a healthy and loving relationship. But as Lee asserts herself and moves from being a 

muse to an artist, Man's jealousy spirals out of control, and their mutual betrayals threaten to destroy them both. 

 

Richly detailed and filled with a cast of famous characters, The Age of Light is a captivating historical novel about 

ambition, love, and the personal price of making art. In exploring Lee's complicated and fascinating history, Whitney 

Scharer has brought a brilliant and pioneering artist out of the shadow of a man's story and into the light. 

 

Author Bio: 

Whitney Scharer earned her MFA in Creative Writing from the University of Washington, and her short fiction has 

appeared in the Bellevue Literary Review, Cimarron Review, and other journals. She's received an Emerging Artist 

Award in Literature from the St. Botolph Club Foundation, a Somerville Arts Council Artists grant, and been awarded a 

residency at the Virginia Center for the Creative Arts. The Age of Light is her first novel. 
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Dear Mrs Bird 
 

AJ Pearce 
 

9781509853922 
 

Historical Fiction > Historical 
 

Picador ǀ Rs 399 ǀ 320pp ǀ Paperback ǀ B Format 
 

February 07, 2019 

An irresistibly funny, charming and moving debut from a sensational talent, one of the best-loved and most talked 

about books of the year. 

 

The Richard & Judy Book Club Pick and Sunday Times Bestseller 

 

'The sweetest, most uplifting, lovely book about courage, friendship, love' Marian Keyes 

 

London, 1941. Amid the falling bombs Emmeline Lake dreams of becoming a fearless Lady War Correspondent. 

Unfortunately, Emmy instead finds herself employed as a typist for the formidable Henrietta Bird, the renowned 

agony aunt at Woman's Friend magazine. Mrs Bird refuses to read, let alone answer, letters containing any form of 

Unpleasantness, and definitely not those from the lovelorn, grief-stricken or morally conflicted. 

 

But the thought of these desperate women waiting for an answer at this most desperate of times becomes impossible 

for Emmy to ignore. She decides she simply must help and secretly starts to write back - after all, what harm could 

that possibly do? 

 

'A proper comfort read' India Knight 

 

'A joy from start to finish. Dear Mrs Bird is as funny as it is heart-warming' John Boyne 

 

Author Bio: 

AJ Pearce grew up in Hampshire and studied at the University of Sussex. A chance discovery of a 1939 woman's 

magazine became the inspiration for her ever-growing collection and her first novel Dear Mrs Bird. She now lives in 

the south of England. 
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Wolves of Rome 
 

Valerio Massimo Manfredi 
 

9781509878994 
 

Historical Fiction > Historical 
 

Pan ǀ Rs 399 ǀ 320pp ǀ Paperback ǀ B Format 
 

February 21, 2019 

Valerio Massimo Manfredi's brilliant and thrilling historical novel Wolves of Rome is perfect for fans of Simon 
Scarrow's Eagles of the Empire series and Ben Kane's Eagles of Rome series. 
 

From the international bestseller Valerio Massimo Manfredi, Wolves of Rome is a historical thriller about two 
brothers and the betrayal of Teutoburg Forest that devastated the Roman Empire. This is a must read for fans of 
Simon Scarrow, Ben Kane and Conn Iggulden. 
 
BOUND BY BLOOD. DIVIDED BY AN EMPIRE. 
 
Deep in a dark, foreboding forest, the Roman Empire will face its bloodiest test. 
 
3 BC. Two wild Germanic brothers, Armin and Wulf, are held hostage in Rome to keep their father from rebelling 
against the Empire. As the years pass, they are moulded into ideal soldiers: brave, disciplined, ruthless. Attributes that 
are to be tested when a conspiracy arises, threatening their emperor and the Empire's future . . . 
 
As serving Roman soldiers, the brothers are separated at opposite ends of the Empire, each proving their bloody might 
on the battlefield. But Armin begins to realize that no matter how far he travels and how many lives he takes, he has 
an inescapable bond to his father, mother and the tribes of Germania. His goal: to unite them all under one banner. 
 
Wulf, though, remains loyal to Rome and it soon becomes clear that both he and the might of the Roman Empire are 
the only obstacles standing between Armin and his dream of freedom for the Germanic people . . . 
 
Author Bio: 
Valerio Massimo Manfredi is an archaeologist and scholar of the ancient Greek and Roman worlds. He is the author of 
seventeen novels, which have won him literary awards and have sold 12 million copies. His Alexander trilogy has been 
translated into 38 languages and published in 62 countries and the film rights have been acquired by Universal 
Pictures. His novel The Last Legion was made into a film starring Colin Firth and Ben Kingsley and directed by Doug 
Lefler. Valerio Massimo Manfredi has taught at a number of prestigious universities in Italy and abroad and has 
published numerous articles and essays in academic journals. He has also written screenplays for film and television, 
contributed to journalistic articles and conducted cultural programmes and television documentaries. 
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LADY SMOKE 
The Ash Princess Trilogy 

 

Laura Sebastian 
 

9781529014471 
 

Juvenile Fiction > Fantasy & Magic 
12+ Years 

 

MCB ǀ Rs 350 ǀ 512pp ǀ Paperback ǀ B Format 
 

February 21, 2019 

Return to a blistering world of revenge in the second of Laura Sebastian's New York Times-bestselling Ash 

Princess fantasy trilogy. 

 

After escaping from imprisonment under the brutal Kaiser, Theodosia is on the run, plotting to take revenge and 

reclaim her rightful place as queen of the enslaved Astreans. 

 

Thousands of miles away from her people and her throne, Theo and her friends must work to gather an army. And the 

only way is to auction herself as a bride - to the kingdom who will pay the most. Freedom always comes at a price and 

with the Kaiser closing in, she must rely on her wits to identify who she can really trust. 

 

A tale of love, revenge, power and betrayal, Lady Smoke is the epic fantasy sequel to the New York Times-

bestselling Ash Princess. 

 

'A darkly enchanting page-turner you won't be able to put down' Bustle on Ash Princess 

 

'Will submerge readers in a turbulent and enthralling plot' Kirkus Reviews on Ash Princess 

 

Author Bio: 

Laura Sebastian grew up in South Florida and attended Savannah College of Art and Design. She has written a play 

published with Playscripts, Inc., and lives in New York City, where she spends her time writing fantasy novels, 

babysitting and interning in publishing. Lady Smoke is a second novel in Ash Princess fantasy trilogy. Ash Princess was 

her first novel, which debuted on the New York Times bestseller list. 
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ENCHANTÉE 
 

Gita Trelease 
 

9781509895977 
 

Juvenile Fiction > Historical 
14+ Years 

 

MCB ǀ Rs 399 ǀ 480pp ǀ Paperback ǀ B Format 
 

February 21, 2019 

Love. Magic. Revolution. A compellingly beautiful tale of magic, intrigue and deception, set against the backdrop of 

eighteenth-century Paris on the cusp of revolution. 

 

Paris in 1789 is a labyrinth of twisted streets, filled with beggars, thieves, revolutionaries - and magicians . . . 

 

When smallpox kills her parents, seventeen-year-old Camille is left to provide for her frail sister and her volatile 

brother. In desperation, she survives by using the petty magic she learnt from her mother. But when her brother 

disappears Camille decides to pursue a richer, more dangerous mark: the glittering court of Louis XVI and Marie 

Antoinette. 

 

Using dark magic Camille transforms herself into the 'Baroness de la Fontaine' and presents herself at the court of 

Versaille, where she soon finds herself swept up in a dizzying life of riches, finery and suitors. But Camille's resentment 

of the rich is at odds with the allure of their glamour and excess, and she soon discovers that she's not the only one 

leading a double life . . . 

 

Enchantée is a compelling historical fantasy and is Gita Trelease's debut novel. 

 

Author Bio: 

Born in Sweden to Indian and Swedish parents, Gita Trelease has lived in lots of places, including New York, Paris and 

a tiny town in central Italy. She attended Yale College and New York University, where she earned a Ph.D. in British 

literature. Before becoming a novelist, she taught classes on writing and fairy tales - some of which have seeped into 

this story. Along with her husband and son, Gita divides her time between an old village in Massachusetts and the 

coast of Maine, where she's still searching for a secret portal that will take her back to Versailles. Enchantée is Gita's 

debut novel. 
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Winner of the Costa Children’s Book Award 2018. 

 
 
 

The Skylarks' War 
 

Hilary McKay 
 

9781509894963 
 

Juvenile Fiction > Family 
9-11 Years 

 

MCB ǀ Rs 350 ǀ 320pp ǀ Paperback ǀ B Format 
 

February 21, 2019 

An evocative and heartbreaking novel of family and friendship in wartime from Hilary McKay, award-winning 

author of the Casson Family Chronicles. 

 

Winner of the Costa Children's Book Award 2018. 

 

The Skylarks' War is a beautiful story following the loves and losses of a family growing up against the harsh backdrop 

of World War One, from the award-winning Hilary McKay. 

 

Clarry and her older brother Peter live for their summers in Cornwall, staying with their grandparents and running free 

with their charismatic cousin, Rupert. But normal life resumes each September - boarding school for Peter and Rupert, 

and a boring life for Clarry at home with her absent father, as the shadow of a terrible war looms ever closer. 

 

When Rupert goes off to fight at the front, Clarry feels their skylark summers are finally slipping away from them. Can 

their family survive this fearful war? 

 

Author Bio: 

Hilary McKay is an award-winning author, having won the Guardian Fiction Prize for her first novel, The Exiles, and 

going on to win the Smarties and the Whitbread (now the Costa) Award for The Exiles in Love and Saffy's Angel. Hilary 

McKay's Fairy Tales was her first book with Macmillan Children's Books and is a critically acclaimed collection of clever 

retellings. Her 2018 title The Skylarks' War marks the centenary of the end of the First World War and is a classic in the 

making. 
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The Skylarks' War 
 

Hilary McKay 
 

9781447292296 
 

Juvenile Fiction > Legends, Myths, Fables 
7-11 Years 

 

MCB ǀ Rs 499 ǀ 304pp ǀ TPB ǀ Demy 
 

February 21, 2019 

Beautiful fairy-tale retellings from the Guardian Children's Fiction Prize-winning storyteller Hilary McKay 

 

Hilary McKay's Fairy Tales is a classic fairy-tale collection to treasure. Featuring Hilary McKay's imaginative retellings of 

key favourites, this ten-story collection includes the much-loved tales of Rapunzel, Cinderella, The Princess and the 

Pea, Rumpelstiltskin, The Pied Piper of Hamelin, The Swan Brothers, Snow White and the Seven Dwarves, Red Riding 

Hood, The Twelve Dancing Princesses and Hansel and Gretel. 

 

This gorgeous gift book features black-and-white line and tone illustrations throughout from the talented Sarah Gibb. 
 
 
Author Bio: 
Hilary McKay is a critically acclaimed award-winning author, having won the Guardian Fiction Prize for her first 
novel, The Exiles, and going on to win the Smarties and the Whitbread (now the Costa) Award for The Exiles in 
Love andSaffy's Angel. Hilary studied Botany and Zoology at the University of St Andrews and went on to work as a 
biochemist, before the draw of the pen became too strong and she decided to become a full-time writer. Hilary lives in 
Derbyshire with her family. 

 

Sarah Gibb studied at Saint Martin's School of Art (now Central Saint Martins) before completing her MA in Illustration 

at Brighton College of Art. After landing regular spots in the Telegraph and Elle magazine, Sarah went on to illustrate 

Sue Townsend's Adrian Mole series, many classic children's fairy tales and even the Harrods Christmas window display. 

She lives in Wandsworth, London. 
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Kingfisher Children's Illustrated Bible 
 

Trevor Barnes 
 

9780753443477 
 

Juvenile Non-Fiction > Religion 
7-11 Years 

 

Kingfisher ǀ Rs 799 ǀ 256pp ǀ Hardback 
 

February 21, 2019 

A beautiful gift edition of this classic Children's Bible, complete with ribbon marker, includes retellings from the Old 

and New Testaments 

 

The Children's Illustrated Bible is an inspirational and beautifully illustrated retelling of all the important stories from 

both the Old and New Testaments. Special features include detailed commentaries on every biblical book, plus a 

comprehensive reference section containing photographs of contemporary religious sites, historical relics and maps of 

biblical times. 

 

Dramatically retold by the renowned author Trevor Barnes, with input from authoritative consultants, the gift edition 

of this beautiful book, complete with ribbon marker, will be shared and cherished by the whole family. 

 

 

Author Bio: 

Trevor Barnes is an award-winning presenter of many BBC Television documentaries on the subject of religion, as well 

as BBC World Service news broadcasts, radio shows, and live chat shows. He is also the author of several books 

including Archaeology in the Kingfisher Knowledge series, The Wounded City, a book about the people of Belfast, 

Northern Ireland, and a biography of Terry Waite, Man With A Mission. 
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Jack and the Flumflum Tree 
 

Julia Donaldson 
 

9781509892457 
 

Juvenile Fiction > 3-6 Years 
 

MCB ǀ Rs 350 ǀ 32pp ǀ Paperback ǀ 250x280mm 
 

February 07, 2019 

An irresistibly funny adventure story from the bestselling creators of Tyrannosaurus Drip. 

 

Set sail with Jack for an adventure on the high seas in this wondrous story from the stellar picture-book partnership 

of Julia Donaldson and David Roberts. 

 

Jack's Granny is sick with a bad case of the moozles! And the only cure is the fruit of the flumflum tree which grows on 

the faraway Isle of Blowyernose. It's a perilous journey, but Jack bravely sets sail with a motley crew of three and a large 

patchwork sack that Granny has filled with an odd assortment of items from chewing gum to tent pegs. But what use 

will they be against hungry sharks, a leaky boat and a thieving monkey? 

 

Jack and the Flumflum Tree is a fantastic, action-packed rhyming adventure from Julia Donaldson, bestselling author 

of The Gruffalo, with richly detailed illustrations from award-winning illustrator David Roberts. 

 

Enjoy these other stories from Julia Donaldson and David Roberts: Tyrannosaurus Drip, The Troll, The Flying 

Bath and The Cook and the King. 
 
 
Author Bio: 
Julia Donaldson is the author of some of the world's best-loved children's books, including modern classics The 
Gruffalo and The Gruffalo's Child, which together have sold over 17 million copies worldwide, and the hugely successful 
What the Ladybird Heard adventures. Julia also writes fiction, including the Princess Mirror-Belle books illustrated by 
Lydia Monks, as well as poems, plays and songs - and her brilliant live shows are always in demand. She was Children's 
Laureate 2011-13 and has been honoured with an MBE for Services to Literature. Julia and her husband Malcolm divide 
their time between West Sussex and Edinburgh. 

 

David Roberts is an award-winning illustrator who has earned great acclaim for his distinctive illustrations. Born in 

Liverpool, he has a degree in fashion design, but he always felt his true calling was in children's book illustration and 

now pursues that dream from his flat in London. His previous work includes collaborations with his sister Lynn on 

retellings of several classic fairy stories, including Little Red which was shortlisted for the CILIP Kate Greenaway Medal. 

David is the illustrator of the New York Times bestselling picture books Rosie Revere, Engineer and Ada Twist, Scientist, 

written by Andrea Beaty. David has also collaborated with Julia Donaldson on several Macmillan picture books, 

including Tyrannosaurus Drip, The Troll and The Flying Bath. 
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Tyrannosaurus Drip 
 

Julia Donaldson 
 

9781509892433 
 

Juvenile Fiction > 3-6 Years 
 

MCB ǀ Rs 350 ǀ 32pp ǀ Paperback ǀ 300x235mm 
 

February 07, 2019 

Whoever heard of a vegetarian T. rex? Meet Drip, the little dinosaur who hatched in the wrong nest in this 

fantastically funny rhyming story. 

 

A brilliantly funny story all about celebrating difference, from the stellar picture-book partnership of Julia Donaldson 

and David Roberts - perfect for young dinosaur fans everywhere! 

 

Everyone knows that tyrannosauruses are big and scary, so when a placid duckbill dinosaur's egg ends up in the wrong 

nest, confusion is sure to ensue! When the baby dinosaur hatches out, he's so out of place that his grisly big sisters call 

him Tyrannosaurus Drip. Poor little Drip: all he wants is a quiet life munching on water weed . . . 

 

Tyrannosaurus Drip is a fantastic rhyming adventure story from Julia Donaldson, bestselling author of The Gruffalo, with 

wonderfully funny illustrations from award-winning illustrator David Roberts. This roar-tastic book all about celebrating 

difference is sure to become a firm favourite with young dinosaur fans. 

 

Enjoy the other stories by Julia Donaldson and David Roberts: The Troll, Jack and the Flumflum Tree, The Flying 

Bath and The Cook and the King. 
 
Author Bio: 
Julia Donaldson is the author of some of the world's best-loved children's books, including modern classics The 
Gruffalo and The Gruffalo's Child, which together have sold over 17 million copies worldwide, and the hugely successful 
What the Ladybird Heard adventures. Julia also writes fiction, including the Princess Mirror-Belle books illustrated by 
Lydia Monks, as well as poems, plays and songs - and her brilliant live shows are always in demand. She was Children's 
Laureate 2011-13 and has been honoured with an MBE for Services to Literature. Julia and her husband Malcolm divide 
their time between West Sussex and Edinburgh. 

 

David Roberts is an award-winning illustrator who has earned great acclaim for his distinctive illustrations. Born in 

Liverpool, he has a degree in fashion design, but he always felt his true calling was in children's book illustration and 

now pursues that dream from his flat in London. His previous work includes collaborations with his sister Lynn on 

retellings of several classic fairy stories, including Little Red which was shortlisted for the CILIP Kate Greenaway Medal. 

David is the illustrator of the New York Times bestselling picture books Rosie Revere, Engineer and Ada Twist, Scientist, 

written by Andrea Beaty. David has also collaborated with Julia Donaldson on several Macmillan picture books, 

including Jack and the Flumflum Tree, The Troll and The Flying Bath. 
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The Cook and the King 
 

Julia Donaldson 
 

9781509813780 
 

Juvenile Fiction > 3-7 Years 
 

MCB ǀ Rs 350 ǀ 32pp ǀ Paperback ǀ 300x235mm 
 

February 07, 2019 

The hungry king needs a new cook, but will he ever find someone who can make his favourite dish? 
 
A deliciously funny cooking adventure from the stellar picture-book partnership of Julia Donaldson and David 
Roberts.  
 
There once was a very hungry king 
Who needed a cook like anything . . . 
 
. . . but the king is very fussy; he tries all the cooks in the kingdom, but no one is good enough. Then he spots Wobbly 
Bob. Maybe Bob can whip up his favourite dinner? But how will Bob be able to cook for the king when he's scared of . . . 
well, everything?! 
 
Discover how the hungry king helps Wobbly Bob face his fears on a cooking adventure across the land and sea. 
The Cook and the King is a brilliantly funny story from the award-winning picture book duo Julia Donaldson and David 
Roberts, creators of Tyrannosaurus Drip. With fun rhyming verse and richly detailed illustrations, this is sure to become 
a firm favourite with children and adults alike. 
Enjoy more stories from Julia Donaldson and David Roberts: The Troll, Tyrannosaurus Drip, Jack and the Flumflum 
Tree and The Flying Bath. 
 
Author Bio: 
Julia Donaldson is the author of some of the world's best-loved children's books, including modern classics The 
Gruffalo and The Gruffalo's Child, which together have sold over 17 million copies worldwide, and the hugely successful 
What the Ladybird Heard adventures. Julia also writes fiction, including the Princess Mirror-Belle books illustrated by 
Lydia Monks, as well as poems, plays and songs - and her brilliant live shows are always in demand. She was Children's 
Laureate 2011-13 and has been honoured with an MBE for Services to Literature. Julia and her husband Malcolm divide 
their time between West Sussex and Edinburgh. 
 
David Roberts is an award-winning illustrator who has earned great acclaim for his distinctive illustrations. Born in 
Liverpool, he has a degree in fashion design, but he always felt his true calling was in children's book illustration and 
now pursues that dream from his flat in London. His previous work includes collaborations with his sister Lynn on 
retellings of several classic fairy stories, including Little Red which was shortlisted for the CILIP Kate Greenaway Medal. 
David is the illustrator of the New York Times bestselling picture books Rosie Revere, Engineer and Ada Twist, Scientist, 
written by Andrea Beaty. David has also collaborated with Julia Donaldson on several Macmillan picture books, 
including Tyrannosaurus Drip, The Troll and The Flying Bath. 
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Terry and the Too-Brilliant Book 
 

Nicola Kent 
 

9781509852307 
 

Juvenile Fiction > 3-6 Years 
 

MCB ǀ Rs 350 ǀ 32pp ǀ Paperback ǀ 270x216mm 
 

February 21, 2019 

A funny rhyming story about friendship and enjoying brilliant books together. 

 

Terry and the Brilliant Book is a warm and witty book about sharing and the joy to be found in reading and playing with 

friends. 

 

Terry and Sue are best friends. And every year, for their birthdays, they give one another a ball. They love playing ball 

together! But then, one birthday, Sue gives Terry . . . a book! At first Terry is confused. You can't bounce a book, and 

you can't bat a book. What on earth is he meant to do with it? But when he eventually starts reading it, he finds the 

book is so good that he just can't put it down. And this brings a host of problems all of its own ... 

 

Nicola Kent's wonderfully imaginative rhyming text, bright, jewel-like colours and eye-catching illustrations make this a 

truly stunning picture book - perfect for sharing! 

 

Author Bio: 

Nicola Kent graduated from the prestigious Cambridge School of Art MA with a distinction and was Highly Commended 

in the Macmillan Prize for Illustration in 2016. She worked for ten years as a television producer at the BBC and Channel 

4 before following her dream of becoming an author and illustrator of children's books, including The Strongest 

Mum and Vera Jewel is Late for School. Nicola lives in London with her partner and two children. 
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Little Bear's Spring 
 

Elli Woollard 
 

9781509807901 
 

Juvenile Fiction > 3-6 Years 
 

MCB ǀ Rs 350 ǀ 32pp ǀ Paperback ǀ 250x280mm 
 

February 21, 2019 

A breathtakingly beautiful story about a little bear, an unlikely friendship and how the coming of springtime can 

change everything. 

 

Little Bear's Spring is a glorious reminder for children and adults of just how wonderful the natural world is, and that, 

sometimes, the unlikeliest of friendships are the best kind. 

 

Little Bear has just woken up from his long winter sleep. But when he pokes his head out of the den, the world around 

him is vast, white and silent. The only thing he sees is a smooth little stone, just as alone in the snowy wilderness as he 

is. He nestles it in tight to his fur and off they go in search of friends. 

 

Little Bear's Spring is a lyrical story about friendship, with a gentle introduction to spring and what happens to the 

natural world when the seasons change. Written by star picture book author Elli Woollard and illustrated by Briony May 

Smith, whose artwork brings a sun-dappled springtime landscape to life with breathtaking beauty. 
 
 
Author Bio: 
Elli Woollard is an exciting talent on the picture books scene, who started writing stories after an embarrassing incident 
in which her youngest son broke Michael Rosen's glasses. In addition to picture books, she also writes children's poems. 
Her snappy rhymes, catchy rhythms and witty stories are sure to make her a huge success. Elli's stories include The 
Giant of Jum, Rudyard Kipling's Just So Stories and The Dragon and the Nibblesome Knight for Macmillan, as well as the 
young fiction series Swashbuckle Li. Elli lives in London with her four children, her husband and two guinea pigs. 

 
Briony May Smith grew up in Sandhurst in Berkshire, playing in the garden with her younger brother and sister. She 
studied Illustration at Falmouth University and was Highly Commended for the Macmillan Children's book prize in 2013 
and 2014. She now lives in Devon, where her work day mainly consists of drawing fairies, interrupted only when her 
dog, Finbar, demands his walk. Briony's work is inspired by fairy tales and folklore and life in the country. 
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Playtime Baby Cloth Book 

 

Kay Vincent 
 

9781509807901 
 

Juvenile Fiction > 0-5 Years 
 

Campbell Books ǀ Rs 499 ǀ 6pp ǀ Cloth Book 
170x170mm 

 

February 07, 2019 

 
 

A soft and cuddly cloth book with touch-and-feel and crinkle inside for sharing at playtime. 

 

Playtime Baby is a soft and snuggly hand-washable cloth book for parents or carers to share with their little 

ones. 

 

The touch-and-feel cover and crinkle page are fun for little hands to explore while Kay Vincent's adorable 

illustrations of toys around the home are sure to engage and entertain babies! 

Other touchy feely books include Bedtime Baby 

 

Author Bio: 

Kay Vincent is an illustrator and screen printer who studied at the Royal College of Art and now works from 

her studio in London, where she lives with her son and her dog, Ned. She's inspired by her collection of 

vintage 1950s and 1960s children's storybooks. She likes her work to make people smile, so that she can pass 

on the fun she had doing it! Kay has also illustrated the Squirty Duck and Squirty Fish bath books for 

Campbell. 
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Bedtime Baby Cloth Book 

 

Kay Vincent 
 

9781529003741 
 

Juvenile Fiction > 0-5 Years 
 

Campbell Books ǀ Rs 499 ǀ 8pp ǀ Cloth Book 
170x170mm 

 

February 07, 2019 

 
 

A soft and cuddly cloth book with touch-and-feel and crinkle for sharing at bedtime. 

 

Bedtime Baby is a soft and snuggly hand-washable cloth book, perfect for parents or carers to read with their 

little ones. 

 

The touch-and-feel cover and crinkle page are fun for little hands to explore while Kay Vincent's adorable 

illustrations of a bedtime routine are sure to engage and entertain babies! 

 

Other touchy feely books include Playtime Baby. 

 

Author Bio: 

Kay Vincent is an illustrator and screen printer who studied at the Royal College of Art and now works from 

her studio in London, where she lives with her son and her dog, Ned. She's inspired by her collection of 

vintage 1950s and 1960s children's storybooks. She likes her work to make people smile, so that she can pass 

on the fun she had doing it! Kay has also illustrated the Squirty Duck and Squirty Fish bath books for 

Campbell. 
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Squirty Duck Bath Book 
 

Kay Vincent 
 

9781529003765 
 

Juvenile Fiction > 0-5 Years 
 

Campbell Books ǀ Rs 350 ǀ 8pp ǀ Bath Book 
145x145mm 

 

February 07, 2019 

 
 

A wonderful, waterproof book for bath time! With a squirter inside for extra fun with baby. 
 

Squirty Duck is the perfect waterproof book for bath time! With bright and engaging illustrations from 

Kay Vincent and an inbuilt squirter, Squirty Duckmakes bath time as much fun as possible for carers, 

parents and babies. 
 

Turn the pages together, read the gentle rhyming story about animals under the sea - and squirt some 

water! The waterproof pages are durable, safe and wipe-clean for hygiene. 
 

You can also enjoy bath time with Squirty Fish. 

 

Author Bio: 

Kay Vincent is an illustrator and screen printer who studied at the Royal College of Art and now works 

from her studio in London, where she lives with her son and her dog, Ned. She's inspired by her 

collection of vintage 1950s and 1960s children's storybooks. She likes her work to make people smile, so 

that she can pass on the fun she had doing it! Kay has also illustrated Bedtime Baby and Playtime Baby, 

two cloth books for Campbell. 
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Squirty Fish Bath Book 
 

Kay Vincent 
 

9781529003758 
 

Juvenile Fiction > 0-5 Years 
 

Campbell Books ǀ Rs 350 ǀ 8pp ǀ Bath Book 
145x145mm 

 

February 07, 2019 

 
 

A wonderful, waterproof book for bath time! With a squirter inside for extra fun with baby. 

 

Squirty Fish, from Campbell Books, is the perfect waterproof book for bath time! With bright and 

engaging illustrations of sea creatures from Kay Vincent and an inbuilt squirter, Squirty Fish makes bath 

time as much fun as possible for carers, parents and babies. 

 

Turn the pages together, read the gentle rhyming story about animals in a pond - and squirt some water! 

The waterproof pages are durable, safe and wipe-clean for hygiene. 

 

You can also enjoy bath time with Squirty Duck. 

 

Author Bio: 

Kay Vincent is an illustrator and screen printer who studied at the Royal College of Art and now works 

from her studio in London, where she lives with her son and her dog, Ned. She's inspired by her 

collection of vintage 1950s and 1960s children's storybooks. She likes her work to make people smile, so 

that she can pass on the fun she had doing it! Kay has also illustrated Bedtime Baby and Playtime Baby, 

two cloth books for Campbell. 
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Axel Scheffler First Jungle Buggy Book 
 

Axel Scheffler 
 

9781529003710 
 

Juvenile Fiction > 0-3 Years 
 

Campbell Books ǀ Rs 299 ǀ 12pp ǀ Board Book 
125x95mm 

 

February 07, 2019 

 
 

A very first baby book of jungle animals with a handy strap to attach to a buggy, highchair or car seat. 

 

Make your way around the jungle and name all the different animals as you go in this bright and colourful 

buggy board book, beautifully illustrated by the award-winning Axel Scheffler, illustrator of The Gruffalo. 

 

With a handy cloth strap to attach to a highchair or buggy, you can take Axel Scheffler First Jungle Buggy 

Book with you wherever you go! 

 

Discover more animals in Axel Scheffler First Farm Buggy Book. 

 

 

Author Bio: 

Award-winning and bestselling illustrator of The Gruffalo, Axel Scheffler has achieved worldwide acclaim 

for his humorous illustrations, and his books have been translated into over eighty languages. He has 

enjoyed particular success in his picture book collaborations with Julia Donaldson. Axel is also the 

bestselling illustrator of several Campbell books, including In the Jungle, Noisy Farm and the Rhyming 

Stories series. 
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Axel Scheffler First Farm Buggy Book 
 

Axel Scheffler 
 

9781529003703 
 

Juvenile Fiction > 0-3 Years 
 

Campbell Books ǀ Rs 299 ǀ 12pp ǀ Board Book 
90x90mm 

 

February 07, 2019 

 
 

A very first baby book of farm animals with a handy strap to attach to a buggy, highchair or car seat. 

 

Make your way around the farm and name all the different animals as you go in this bright and colourful 

buggy board book, beautifully illustrated by the award-winning Axel Scheffler, illustrator of The Gruffalo. 

 

With a handy cloth strap to attach to a highchair or buggy, you can take Axel Scheffler First Farm Buggy 

Book with you wherever you go! 

 

Discover more animals in Axel Scheffler First Jungle Buggy Book. 
 

Author Bio: 

Award-winning and bestselling illustrator of The Gruffalo, Axel Scheffler has achieved worldwide acclaim 

for his humorous illustrations, and his books have been translated into over eighty languages. He has 

enjoyed particular success in his picture book collaborations with Julia Donaldson. Axel is also the 

bestselling illustrator of several Campbell books, including In the Jungle, Noisy Farm and the Rhyming 

Stories series. 
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First Stories: The Ugly Duckling 

 

Dean Gray 
 

9781509851720 
 

Juvenile Fiction > 0-5 Years 
 

Campbell Books ǀ Rs 299 ǀ 10pp ǀ Board Book 
180x180mm 

 

February 21, 2019 

A first novelty board book about The Ugly Duckling, with push, pull and slide mechanisms. 

 

First Stories: The Ugly Duckling is the perfect introduction for young children to this classic fairy tale. Push, 

pull and turn mechanisms bring the story of the lonely duckling to life. This well-loved fairy tale is 

beautifully imagined for a new generation by children's illustrator Dean Gray. 

 

Collect more books in the First Stories series: Snow White, Alice in Wonderland, Cinderella, Rapunzel, The 

Jungle Book, Little Red Riding Hood, Jack and the Beanstalk, The Nutcracker, Beauty and the Beast, The 

Little Mermaid, Peter Pan, Goldilocks and the Three Bears, The Three Little Pigs, Hansel and Gretel, 

Sleeping Beauty, Pinocchio, Puss in Boots 

 

Author Bio: 

Dean Gray was born in Roehampton and currently based in South London. He studied Graphic Design and 

takes a lot of inspiration from watching films, animations, browsing the Internet, collecting vinyl toys, 

kawaii culture and science fiction. He has a character-driven approach to his work and is passionate about 

storytelling. The Ugly Duckling is his first book for Campbell. 
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First Stories: Puss in Boots 

 

Dan Taylor 
 

9781509851713 
 

Juvenile Fiction > 0-5 Years 
 

Campbell Books ǀ Rs 299 ǀ 10pp ǀ Board Book 
180x180mm 

 

February 21, 2019 

A first novelty board book about Puss in Boots, with push, pull and slide mechanisms. 

 

First Stories: Puss in Boots is the perfect introduction for young children to this classic fairy tale. Push, pull 

and turn mechanisms bring the story of the mischievous cat and his master to life. This well-loved fairy tale 

is beautifully imagined for a new generation by children's illustrator Dan Taylor. 

 

Collect more books in the First Stories series: Snow White, Alice in Wonderland, Cinderella, Rapunzel, The 

Jungle Book, Little Red Riding Hood, Jack and the Beanstalk, The Nutcracker, Beauty and the Beast, The 

Little Mermaid, Peter Pan, Goldilocks and the Three Bears, The Three Little Pigs, Hansel and Gretel, 

Sleeping Beauty, The Snow Queen and The Ugly Duckling. 

 

Author Bio: 

Dan Taylor has always had a passion for illustration and, since graduating with an illustration degree, has 

been working for many years as a freelance artist. Dan works in a number of different forms, including 

traditional painting techniques combined with digital. He drinks tea by the gallon and lives with a 

mischievous little dog called Bertie. His other titles for Campbell include Alice in Wonderland: First Sticker 

Activity Book, Beauty and the Beast, Cinderella and Sleeping Beauty, also in the First Stories series. 
 

 

 


